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This range was chosen as it gives enough time for Reporter and Output to react, but is before nucleases can significantly digest Reporter complexes into a disassembled state.
Supplemental Figure 2:
Interaction of Reporter and Output strands with and without backbone or base modifications after different periods of Output strand incubation in nuclease-screened serum. (A) Schematic of unmodified, inverted thymine (Inv-dT)-modified, or phosphothiorate-modified Output strands. An Output strand was modified with an inverted dT base at the 3' end (orange text). Phosphothiorate bonds were added along the backbone of 14 nucleotides (7 each side, blue shaded regions) or along the full length of the strand (20 nucleotides, green shaded regions). A thymine base (unmodified backbone) was added to the 3' end of each phosphothiorate-modified strand due to synthesis restrictions from IDT. (B) Unmodified Output strands were incubated at 200 nM for 0.5, 1, 2, 4, or 6 hours, after which 100 nM Reporter complex was added. The major decrease in fluorescence change in samples that had been incubated for a long time as compared to shorter times implies Output strands were mostly degraded after 6 hours of incubation. (C) The experiment in (B) was repeated with the inverted dT-modified Output with the same durations of incubation, except a 17 hour timepoint was exchanged for the 6 hour timepoint. By comparison, there is just a 25% loss of response to the Reporter after 18 hours of Output incubation in serum. (D) The experiment in (B) was repeated with the Output with 14 phosphorothioate-modified nucleotides. The response to the Reporter was 40% smaller after a 6 hour incubation in serum, suggesting that about 40% of the strands were significantly degraded by that time. (E) The experiment in (B) was repeated with the Output with only phosphorothioate-modified nucleotides. Though the absolute magnitude of the response to the Reporter complex was largely unchanged after incubation in serum, the kinetics of the reaction appeared to be significantly slower than unmodified DNA, suggesting that these modifications would not allow effective strand-displacement in serum. (F) Comparison of the relative amount of degradation observed for each modified or unmodified Output species as a function of incubation time in serum, as measured by the decrease in response to the Reporter complex. The inverted dT modification and phosphorothioate backbone modifications both significantly reduce the rate of degradation, but the phosphorothioate modifications reduce the rate of strand-displacement kinetics as well. The calculation of normalized intensity is described in Supplemental Note 1.
Supplemental Figure 3:
Reporter complexes at 200 nM were added at various times to 100 nM Output strands, either with (left) or without (right) a 3' hairpin domain (Main Text Figure 3A ), incubated in nuclease-screened medium. The intensity changes seen here are normalized and reported in Figure 3 
Supplemental Note 2: Calibration of [Disassembled Reporter]
The fluorescence intensity change due to the dehybridization of the Reporter complex with 5' toeholds caused either by invasion by the Output strand or by nuclease digestion was converted into the concentration of Disassembled Reporter using a calibration curve that related known changes in hybridized Reporter complex to measured changes in fluorescence (Supplemental 2), we assumed that the change in fluorescence intensity observed in these experiments was due primarily to reactions between Output strands with Reporter molecules, rather than digestion of the Reporter by nucleases. We plotted the change of fluorescence as a function of the concentration of Output that was added and used the slope of a linear fit to this plot to determine the relationship between the amount of Output added and the change in fluorescence to determine the concentration of Disassembled Reporter in our reactions using the change in fluorescence intensity.
In an ideal strand-displacement reaction, the fluorescence would reach a maximum once the concentration of Output that was added equaled the concentration of the Reporter. 
SI 2: Modeling DNA strand-displacement in serum
In order to understand and predict the dynamics of the strand-displacement reactions in the presence of interfering and digesting enzymes (e.g., nucleases), we generated a model that incorporates both the strand-displacement reactions and the reactions between the nucleases and the added DNA circuit components. The model also includes reactions between the nucleases and the inhibitor and screening molecules in the nuclease-screened medium that we developed.
In general, the conversion of a substrate to product using an enzyme catalyst was modeled using the standard enzyme reaction model:
where the Substrate is either a nuclease inhibitor (i.e., actin or competitor DNA) or DNA circuit component, and Enzyme:Substrate indicates an enzyme-bound substrate intermediate complex.
Here, we layout the reactions and data that was fit to obtain the figures in the main text and the estimated reaction rate constants and component concentrations.
All fitting and simulations were conducted using MATLAB's built-in functions lsqnonlin, nlpredci, and nlparci: standard tools for non-linear regression. Confidence intervals on fitted parameters were calculated using nlparci, and nlpredci was used to calculate 95% confidence intervals on the model predictions. For all reactions involving enzymes, the initial guess of the reaction rate constant was 0.5 1/M-sec for bimolecular reactions or 0.5 1/sec for unimolecular reactions.
As seen in Supplemental Tables 1 -6, the initial concentration of some reaction components used in fitting the reaction rate constants, Inhibitor concentrations, and nuclease concentrations were adjusted in order to obtain more sensible parameter fits. The changes that were made presumably reflected experimental variation in pipetting. Additionally, the fluorescence of the reaction mixtures usually increased beyond the expected limit that should be observed from 200 nM Output reacting with 200 nM of Reporter, and there was no way for the model to account for this discrepancy through a choice of reaction rates (Supplemental Note 2). We therefore accounted for this phenomenon in the simulations by adjusting the effective Reporter concentration of each reaction mixture. Due to this adjustment and the fact that the effective concentrations of Inhibitors and Enzymes are unknown, the reaction rate constants for all reactions involving enzymes should be viewed as predictive estimates relative to the assumed concentrations in each experiment below.
SI 2.1: Reporting reaction
We began to develop the model using a simple system containing only the Output and the Reporter complex. We used this process to fit the reactions between Output strands and the Reporter complex, the interactions between each component and nucleases, and between the nuclease inhibitors and nucleases in the nuclease-screened medium. We used a system in which the Output binds to the Reporter via a 5 base-pair toehold that initiates the strand-displacement process (Main Text Figure 1A ). Since there is only a 0 bp toehold on the other side of the complex, this reaction is assumed to be irreversible due to the ~10 5 -fold higher forward reaction rate constant.
To account for the reactions between the Reporter and the nucleases present in serum- This multi-step process of degradation is modeled using the following reactions:
:
: → +
where Reppartial is a partially degraded Reporter complex with the fluorophore in a quenched To account for the effects of nuclease inhibitors in the nuclease-screened medium, we included reactions in which the enzymes (i.e., nucleases) interacted with the inhibitors:
: ℎ → + ℎ
Here, all inhibitors were lumped into a class of composite reactions for simplicity because the exact, combined effects of the actin protein and the inert DNA strands on nuclease activity in nuclease-screened serum-supplemented medium are unknown. While reaction rate constants for some of these reactions involving specific nucleases (e.g., DNaseI) have previously been measured for models implementing the Michaelis-Menten approximation, 1,2,3 it was assumed that the varying and unknown types, and concentrations, of nuclease subtypes within fetal bovine serum, and the complexity of inhibitor types used, precluded the use of such an approximation and corresponding parameters.
The reaction rate constants for the above reactions (equations 2 -12) and the concentrations of the Inhibitors and Enzymes were fit using the measured kinetics of the Reporter and Output strands in nuclease-screened medium (Supplemental Figure 5 , fits shown in Supplementary Figure 7 ). The fitted rate constants and concentrations are listed in Supplemental Table 1 . These reaction rate constants and Enzyme/Inhibitor concentrations were assumed in fitting further experiments in order to expand the model.
Supplemental Figure 7:
Experimental characterization of the change in fluorescence when Reporter (5 nucleotides, 5' toehold) complexes and Output strands are combined in nuclease-screened medium (same data as in Supplemental Figure 5 ) and fitted using the model described in SI 2.1 with parameters as given in Supplemental 
SI 2.2: Single-stranded DNA degradation
In addition to DNA complexes, the single-stranded DNA components are also susceptible to degradation by nucleases. This effect is observed in Supplemental Figure 2 and was one of the primary influencers in the choice of strand design, especially the hairpin domain added to the 3'
termini of all circuit strands expected to be in a single-stranded form (i.e., Output and Initiator strands). To attempt to quantify the rate and degree of degradation of Output strands with 3'
hairpin domains due to nucleases for these DNA strand-displacement circuits, we used the data shown in Supplemental Figure 3 , the reactions in equations 2 -12 and the parameters and concentrations in Supplemental Table 1 to fit the rates for the following reactions:
The parameters that were fit are show in Supplemental Table 2 and the use of these fits to model the process is shown in Supplemental Figure 8 . Although the confidence intervals for the fit parameters are quite small, the overall fit to the experimental data shows significant deviation between experiment and model for long Output strand incubation times, especially at 45 and 55
hours. Re-fitting the Reporter-Enzyme reactions concurrently with the Output-Enzyme reactions did not provide an improved fit to the data at long times. The lack of agreement between the model and the data here indicate that there are further interactions occurring in the experiment that we have not accounted for with the model.
Supplemental Figure 8:
The predictions of our model for how Output strands respond to the Reporter complex after the Output is incubated in nuclease-screened medium for different times. Reporter complexes at 200 nM were added at various times to 100 nM Output strands that contained a 3' hairpin domain. The fitted model has parameters determined as described in Supplemental Sections 2.1 -2.2. Confidence intervals (95%) for the fit are too small to be observed. Fitted reaction rate constants and modeled concentrations are listed in Supplemental Table 2 . One limitation of our model is that there is only one rate at which the Output and Reporter can react, even if the Reporter or Output are partially degraded. The model is therefore unable to fit cases where the concentration of disassembled Reporter slowly rises due to a slow reaction rate between partial Output and Reporters. Figure 4 ) are determined primarily by the length of the toehold domain of the Source complex. 4 In TAE/Mg 2+ , the reaction rate constant increases by a factor of 10 for each base added to the toehold for toehold lengths less than 7 bases. To determine whether this rule-ofthumb applies to DNA strand-displacement reactions conducted in serum-supplemented medium and at 37 °C, we fit rate constants for strand-displacement processes between a Source complex Tables 1 and 2 ). The degradation of Initiator strands was assumed to occur with the same model and reaction rate constants as
Supplemental
Output strands (equations 25 -27), except the Enzyme-Initiator unbinding reaction, which was fit individually for each Source complex.
Poorly synthesized or assembled Source complexes with 0 bp toeholds could in principle interact directly with the Reporter complex at rates comparable to their reaction with the Initiator, as observed in similar reactions in nuclease-free buffers. 5 Thus, our model of 0 bp strand-displacement between the Source and Initiator also included two additional reactions to reflect this possibility.
where SourceLeak represents Source complexes that are partially formed or have mismatches, due to synthesis or annealing errors, that enable it to react with Reporter complexes in the absence of Initiator strands. The reaction rate constants kSLeakR and kSLeakI were assumed to be 5.5x10 3 
SI 3: Predicting the behavior of complex DNA strand-displacement circuits
Complex strand-displacement circuits could make it possible to integrate information about the concentrations of different molecules and direct multi-faceted responses with controlled responses in serum. To design such complex circuits, tools for predicting their behavior in advance will be needed. In this section, we use our experimental characterization of DNA stranddisplacement reactions to predict the behavior of multi-stage reaction cascades and a timer to work toward building models of these systems, and to determine what changes will be needed in order to build reliably robust circuits of these types. The models we construct build on the model introduced in SI 2. degraded versions of these species in an n-layer circuit are therefore:
: We used this model to predict the kinetics of a 2-layer strand displacement cascade with toehold lengths of 5 bp or 2 bp for both layers, as well a cascade with 2 layers with toehold lengths of 5 and 2 bp for the 2 nd and 1 st layer of the circuit. To understand the kinetics of the cascade, we began by simulating these two-level cascade circuits in the absence of nucleases (e.g., serum-free medium) in order to compare the effect of toehold length in the multi-layer circuits (Supplemental Figure 13) . In this case, all nuclease-dependent reactions are omitted from the model and the reaction rate constants for the remaining reactions were taken from
Supplemental Tables 1 -6 . In this serum-free case, the varying input Initiator concentrations were clearly distinguishable from one another.
Simulation of the 2-layer cascade in the presence of nuclease enzymes showed that adding multiple layers of circuits to a system compounded the effect of nuclease degradation on the output values (Supplemental Figures 14 -16) . In all cases, a reduced conversion of input Initiator2 strand concentration into detected Output concentration was observed, i.e., there was a narrower range of initial [Initiator2] that produced different levels of output fluorescence with a two-layer cascade than with a 1-layer cascade.
The model was able to predict the reduction in input:output conversion for 2-layer cascades with 2 bp for both layers or 5 bp (1 st layer)/2 bp (2 nd layer) toeholds observed in experiments, but experiments of 2-layer cascades with only 5 bp toeholds showed an even greater loss of input-tooutput conversion than our model predicted (Supplemental Figure 14) . Overall, the simulations suggest that circuit robustness decreases significantly with circuit depth, indicating that better methods of preventing degradation are needed to reliably operate more complex circuits, such as
Boolean logic circuits. Table 7 . Experiments showed a slower initial rise of Disassembled Reporter signal upon addition of Initiator2, suggesting less release of the final Output strand than experiments. There was also a lower range of initial [Initiator2] that could be distinguished by final fluorescence than the model predicts.
Supplemental Figure 15:
Simulation of a 2-layer cascade with 2 bp toeholds on both Source complexes in the cascade in nuclease-screened medium. The concentrations of reaction components are listed in Supplemental Table 7 . The simulations showed comparable Output strand release rates to what was observed in experiment. In general, it appeared that the release rate of the Output of the 2-layer cascade in this circuit, as measured by interaction with the Reporter complex, was dominated by degradation processes mediated by nucleases rather than by strand-displacement.
Supplemental Figure 16:
Simulation of a 2-layer cascade with 5 bp toeholds on the first Source complex and 2 bp toeholds on the second Source complex in nuclease-screened medium. The concentrations of reaction components are listed in Supplemental Table 7 . The simulations showed comparable Output strand release rates to what was observed in experiment. As in the 2-layer cascade in which both Source complexes had 2 bp toeholds, the release of Output appears to be largely directed by nuclease-mediated degradation.
SI 3.2: Timer circuits in nuclease-screened medium
To understand more about how circuits for controlled release might operate in serumsupplemented medium, we used a timer circuit which uses a slow release step coupled to a fast recapturing process to delay the overall production of the output species until the desired time. Output strand (red boxes) is slowly released from the Source complex using a 0 bp toehold initiation process. The Output can either be quickly recaptured using a Delay complex with a 7 bp toehold, or detected using a Reporter complex with a 5 bp toehold. The recapture process has a forward reaction rate constant ~20-fold larger than the reporting process.
To simulate the kinetics of the timer circuit in serum-supplemented medium, we constructed a model based on the ideas in SI 2, beginning with reaction equations 2 -29. Reactions were then added to account for the added DNA circuit species, Delay, which was also assumed to be degraded by nucleases. Additionally, the following undesired "leak" reactions between the DNA components of the timer were also incorporated into the model as previously described 5 and as follows: 4 The off-rate kInitDelr was calculated using "Nupack, dangles=some" parameters for a 7 bp toehold at 37 °C. The reaction rate constants in equations 40 -43 were chosen as previously described 5 with minor adjustments made for reactions being conducted at 37 °C and in serum-supplemented medium (Supplemental Table 8 ). Reaction rate constants for Source degradation are listed in Supplemental Table 5 (no Initiator) and Supplemental Table 6 (with Initiator). Simulated component concentrations are listed in Supplemental Table 9 . As with the cascade circuit in SI 3.1, we characterized the effects of nuclease enzymes on the system by using the model to predict kinetics for the timer circuit with all enzyme concentrations set to zero (Supplemental Figure 18) . Because downstream processes can compete with the Delay complex for released Output, we simulated the enzyme-free case in the presence of and without Reporter. When an irreversible Reporter is used to detect the release of Output from the timer circuit, it competes with the Delay complex for released Output strands to "load" the circuit and prevent the desired delayed-release behavior observed in the absence of Reporter complexes. This is in contrast to the reversible reporting used previously 5 that enabled Delay complexes to more favorably compete for released Output and kept the detected [Disassembled Reporter] low until the concentration of Delay complexes was effectively zero. Since reversible reporting requires continuous strand-displacement exchanges that keeps either a quenchermodified strand or the Output strand in a single-stranded form, the reporting process is more susceptible nuclease-mediated degradation that would disturb the process over time as an increasing amount of those single-stranded components are degraded.
Supplemental
In the presence of nucleases, Source complexes can degrade and release "active" Output molecules in the absence of Initiator, thus we considered both initiated and un-initiated cases (Supplemental Figures 19 -20) . The timer circuit simulations show that while the model can reliably predict the behavior of the circuit, including the addition of an experimentally un-tested reaction component (Delay complex), the operability of the circuit is severely diminished due to the presence of the nucleases, again indicating the need for a more robust protection method.
Experimental measurements of the system showed the same trends, but with an apparently lower Source degradation rate. This could be due to Delay complexes having a lower degradation rate than what was assumed. Supplemental Table 9 , except that the concentration of all enzymes are set to zero. The Reporter competes with the Delay complex for released Output, loading the circuit, and preventing the delayed release behavior observed in (A).
Supplemental Figure 19:
Release of the timer circuit Output (as measured by its interaction with the Reporter complex) in the absence of Initiator. In this case, release is either a consequence of "leak" reactions, or degradation of the strand-displacement reaction components. Concentrations of reaction components are listed in Supplemental Table 9 . Experiments and simulations show similar trends, although there is a longer lag time to release in simulations than in experiments.
Supplemental Figure 20:
Release of the timer circuit Output (as measured by its interaction with the Reporter complex) when Initiator in present. Concentrations of reaction components are listed in Supplemental Table 9 . Experiments and simulations show similar trends. As noted above and in Supplemental Figure 18 , delayed release is not observed due to Reporter complexes competing with Delay complexes for released Output (Supplementary Figure 17) . 
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